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or the basin plains of Utah and Nevada, have been formed by streams
which flow out from the neighboring mountains. When the streams
lose their velocity on reaching the lowlands, they at once begin to
deposit their loads of gravel and silt. They thus block their own
channels and are forced to flow in new courses. During the lapse of
ages they flow now here and now there until finally they build almost
level plains covering hundreds of thousands of square miles. Other
plains, such as a large section of the central United States, were once
part of the sea floor, and hence for millions of years received vast
deposits of fine clay and silt brought by rivers from the lands. Then
the movements of the earth's crust finally brought them almost un-
changed to a level above that of the oceans.
Plateaus and Basin Regions as Combinations of Mountains and Plains.
Vast portions of the earth's surface, such as the plateaus of Tibet, Central
Africa, Peru, and Arizona, and the basin regions of Persia and Utah,
combine the features of mountains and plains. In the plateaus a plain
or region of low relief has been uplifted, and streams have cut valleys
in it. Thus the valleys and their slopes have the character of mountains
while the uplands have some of the characteristics of plains. On the
whole, however, most plateaus, in the more limited sense of the word,
are so cut up that they are more like mountains than plains, as is clearly
evident in the Allegheny Plateau and southeastern Brazil. In the basin
regions, on the other hand, the deposition of gravel, silt, and clay brought
in by streams has often converted parts of a mountainous country into
plains, as may be seen by the way in which the peaks of half-buried
mountains stick up through great plains of gravel in parts of Nevada and
Persia. Plateaus and basins are sometimes combined, as in Mexico, where
Mexico City is located on a high plateau but also in a basin which is
floored with a plain of soil brought down from the mountains. ^
It would be highly profitable to study the various kinds of moun-
tains, plains, and plateaus in order to see how each exerts its own special
influence on man. We should find that some consists of hard rocks and
some of soft. In some the rock layers lie horizontal; in others the)
are tilted at all sorts of angles. Some rocks are of igneous origin
having reached their present position while molten. Others are sedi-
mentary, having been laid down by water. Even under similar condi-
tions of climate these varied conditions cause mountains to vary greatlj
in the degree to which they hamper transportation and agriculture
retard education and progress, or favor the sightseer and hunter. W<
should find that although many plains have relatively deep soil and dens<
population, and are comparatively easy to traverse, they differ greath
in these respects, But we should also find that some plains are ruinec

